In this study, Ni, Mn and In atoms formed by different combinations of diatoms due to the spin multiplicity of electronic structure characteristics have been investigated. Calculations have been performed by Density Functional Theory within B3LYP functional and CEP-121G basis set. Diatoms with the first five spin multiplicity configurations have been investigated and the most stable state has been determined. The energetics, such as binding energy, frontier molecular orbital energies of six possible diatoms have been calculated in their ground state with their lowest five spin multiplicities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clusters are defined as atom groups formed by a few or millions of atoms. Some researchers approved the clusters as the fifth state of the matter since the general definition is of clusters are the finite structures combined from different disciplines [1] . For this reason, there has been a considerable amount of interest in the theoretical and experimental studies of the atomic clusters in recent years because of their electronic and magnetic properties and practical applications in many different fields. Scientist run across many difficulties in the calculation of thermodynamical properties because, when the cluster size decrease, the quantities like temperature, surface tension, surface area, volume are not clearly explained for the macroscopic system [2] [3] . Even for very small size clusters ab initio calculations are still difficult so parametrised models are more probable in this regard [4] . In small cluster simulations one of the most incompleteness is the inaccessibility of realistic potential functions explaining the interactions between the atoms in the cluster and also results of the simulations are related to the functional form of the potential. The results derived from the simple pair potentials are not satisfy quantative informations for the conceptualisation of the microcluster structures, but three-body interactions used in the simulations are gained considerable results [5] [6] . In the recent years, there is an increasing interest to understand the metalic structure properties in the border of nano scale because of the minimization of the electronic devices. Metal clusters are begining with the diatomic molecule access to several thousand atoms with a countable number of atoms [7] . In literature, there are different types of studies related the materials including Mn, Ni, In atoms [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Also there are alloys with various ratios of the Mn, Ni, In atoms and theoretical prediction of shape memory behavior [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In these studies structural, electronic and magnetic properties of the shape memory behaviour materials have been investigated. Small atomic clusters are known to display geometrical arrangements and electronic properties that are significantly different from their bulk properties [15] . There is no an encountered study with the heteroatomic microclusters containing Mn, Ni, In atoms. In the studies with the Mn clusters the magnetic properties of the clusters have been investigated [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Also, there are studies related with the Mn ions [28] [29] [30] and diatomic alloys like MnNi, MnIn NiIn in the literature [31] [32] [33] [34] .
This work reports the electronic properties and energetics of six different diatoms composed of from the atoms In, Ni, Mn have been investigated. The three homonuclear diatoms (In 2 , Ni 2 , Mn 2 ) and the three heteronuclear diatoms (NiMn, NiIn, MnIn) have been studied in their ground state and the lowest first five spin multiplicity states. In the literature in most of the electronic structure calculations usually the lowest spin multiplicity case is considered. There is no guarantee that the lowest multiplicity corresponds to the most stable state. It is essential to check higher spin states for the stability of atomic systems. Diatoms are the building blocks of the clusters and nanoparticles. Understanding diatoms will give considerable information for the larger systems.
Method of Calculation
The energetics, frontier orbital energies, dipol moments, dissociation energies of the Mn, Ni, In diatoms with the various spin multiplicities are calculated by density functional theory (DFT) [35] with B3LYP exchange-correlation functional [36] and core effective potential (CEP) [37, 38] basis functions with ECP triple-split basis (CEP-121G). All the calculations have been performed by using Gaussian 09.C1 [39] program and GaussView 5.0.8 [40] was used for visualization of the calculation results.
The core effective potentials or pseudopotential methods have been derived from numerical Dirac-Fock atomic wavefunctions using shape-consistent valance pseudo-orbitals and widely used for the systems with many electrons. Because these functions are including relativistic effects also which take into account only the valance electrons and the core electrons are excluded from the calculations. This is another advantage of CEP basis functions, which reduces computation time considerably.
In CEP-121G basis set, the valance electrons have three sets of atomic orbitals composed of 1, 2 and 1 Gaussians, respectively. In quantum chemistry studies, CEP basis sets have been widely used to investigate the equilibrium structures and to calculate the spectroscopic properties of systems with heavy atoms [37, 38, 41, 66] .
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The geometri optimization is the beginning point of the characteristics of the cluster properties so we optimized the equilibrium geometries of Ni 2 
Homonuclear diatoms Ni 2 Diatom
For Ni 2 , the energy of the singlet, triplet, quintet, septet and nonet spin multiplicities are calculated and the triplet spin state is found to be as the most stable state. Fig. 1 shows the variation of the total energy versus the spin multiplicity for Ni 2 .
Figure1. The variation of the total energy versus the spin multiplicity for Ni 2 .
For the Ni 2 homonuclear diatom the calculated quantities for the most stable structure and its ground state are given in 
Mn 2 Diatom
For Mn 2 , the energy of the singlet, triplet, quintet, septet and nonet spin multiplicities are calculated and the nonet spin state is found to be as the most stable state as seen from In 2 Diatom For In 2 , the energy of the singlet, triplet, quintet, septet and nonet spin multiplicities are calculated and the triplet spin state is found to be as the most stable state as seen from Fig.3 . In 2 homo-nuclear diatom for the most stable structures and its ground state are given in 
Heteronuclear diatoms MnNi Diatom
For MnNi, the energy of the singlet, triplet, quintet, septet and nonet spin multiplicities are calculated and the octet spin state is found to be as the most stable state as seen from Fig.4 . Binding enery for MnNi calculated as 2.8249 eV in octet spin state. In the calculation regarding different spin state caused the difference between these two value.
Also, calculated equilibrium interatomic separation and fundemental frequencies both doublet and octet spin states for MnNi dimer are given in Table 4 . 
MnIn Diatom
For MnIn, the energy of the singlet, triplet, quintet, septet and nonet spin multiplicities are calculated and the quintet spin state is found to be as the most stable state as seen from Fig.5 . Table 4 .
InNi Diatom
For InNi, the energy of the singlet, triplet, quintet, septet and nonet spin multiplicities are calculated and the doublet spin state is found to be as the most stable state as seen from Figure 6 . The most stable state and the ground state is the same so binding enery for InNi calculated as 1.9172 eV in doublet spin state. Also, calculated equilibrium interatomic separation and fundemental frequencies both doublet and octet spin states for MnIn diatom are given in Table 4 . 
Electronic Properties
For understanding many molecular properties of a molecule like chemical reactivity, UV-Vis spectra and the stability of the molecule along with optical and electrical properties, analysis of the molecular orbitals gap gives us some informations. Also, the structure properties of the clusters can be examined by investigating highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) [64] . The frontier molecular orbitals of the most stable states of the diatoms considered are presented in Fig.7 . Following Koopmans' theorem [66] one can define ionization potential and electron affinity of a species in terms of frontier molecular orbital energies, respectively, as follows: I = -E HOMO and A = -E LUMO . Here E HOMO and E LUMO represent the highest occupied molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energies, respectively. These quantities are commenly used to define some physical and/or chemical quantities [67] , such as the global hardness η = (I -A)/2, the global softness S = 1/(2η), the electronic chemical potential µ = -(I + A)/2 = -χ (χ is electronegativity), and the global electrophilicity index ω = µ 2 / (2η), which measures the affinity of species to attract electrons. Another electronic quantity called HOMO-LUMO gap, which reflects the ability for electrons to jump from the highest occupied to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, as well as the ability for the species to participate in the chemical reactions to a certain extent. A large gap value stands for a high chemical stability.
Electronic properties of the homonuclear and heteronuclear diatoms changing by the spin multiplicity are shown in Table 8 . As seen from the Table 8 the softness of the homonuclaer diatoms have the largest values when they are at the minimum multiplicity states, whereas the heteronuclear diatoms have the largest values when they are at minimum energy state. Also electronegativity for the homonuclear diatoms have the lowest values when they are at their minimum multiplicity states. Table 9 . Electronic properties of the homonuclear and heteronuclear diatoms changing by the spin multiplicity (only for β-spin case). All units are in eV. 
